World and Intercultural Studies - 45 hours
Because this major is primarily self-determined a suggested course schedule cannot be designed. Listed are the following options for the major, work with your advisor to develop your own unique program.

Core Requirements: (Everyone must complete these requirements.)
- Three hours of modern foreign language (level determined by student’s previous language study in high school and ECTA chairperson)
- An approved international or intercultural practicum
- Twelve hours from Geog-102, Soc-201, CTA-333, Theo-390, PS-211, Eng-381 or 382 or 384; Hist-131, 132, Mu-213, or HHP-280.

Track Requirements: Thirty hours from no fewer than two tracks (21 hours must be taken from courses 300 level or higher). Core courses from above may be used as track electives if they have not been used to fulfill the core requirement. Various study tours for academic credit may be substituted for credit in the major with approval.


Language Studies track: CTA-203, 302, up to 9 hrs of modern foreign language, up to 9 hrs of Latin, Greek or Hebrew; Eng-231, 431, Phil-201, 202, language study abroad (up to 9 hrs)
